
+ Combination tail light and 
 GPS positioning system
+ Easy installation on any 
 bike with luggage rack 
+  Automatic charging via 
 dynamo or e-bike battery
+  Active alarms on your
 smartphone

+  Confi gured within a minute 
 via smartphone app
+  Integrated near fi eld tracking 
 (via low energy Bluetooth)
+  Includes Europe-wide tracking
 plan – for local or holiday use
+  Made in Germany

WE DO NOT LIKE 
BICYCLE THIEVES! 
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The velocate® 
tracking system can 
be concealed within 
many existing 
standard tail lights.
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+ GPS / GSM Tracker with close range tracking
+ Motion / vibration sensor
+ Operation via iOS / Android App
+ Visual and acoustic alarm option straight to your phone 
+ Standby time: 30 days (depending on confi guration and reception conditions)

+ Charging via dynamo, e-bike battery or USB
+ 80mm standard fi xing
+ Highly durable plastic refl ector
+ Dimensions: 11.7 x 5 x 1.8 cm (L / W / D)

TECHNICAL FEATURES

 Anyone who has ever been a victim of
 bicycle theft knows the feeling of anger 
and despair: Emotions exaggerated by the 1 in 10 odds of actually 
retrieving your bike and bringing the thieves to justice … but fear not, 
with velocate® the tides are changing! Integrated within a standard 
tail light, velocate® is visually undetectable, but concealed within 
is an ingenious yet simple device containing an active alarm with 
a series of pinpoint tracking mechanisms in case of theft. Should 
the stolen bike be undetectable via GPS (eg in a basement or a 
garage) – no problem! The integrated Bluetooth near fi eld tracking 
system provides a bearing even without GPS reception.
Setting up the unit takes less than a minute via a dedicated Smart-
phone app that accompanies the a pan-European data plan fully 
included within the purchase price. *
For more information visit www.velocate.eu 
* For the fi rst 6 months, then 29 € / year.  

Clear and intuitive velocate® 
smartphone app.


